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FoREwoRD I ¡

Foreword

The scope of contemporary higher education is broad, and concems about the

performance of higher éducation systems are widespread. The number of young people

*ittt u higher eduõation qualification is expected to surpass 300 million in OECD and

G20 countries by 2030. Higher education systems are faced with many challenges, which-

include expanding access, containing costs, and ensuring the quality and relevance of
provision.

During 2017-2018,the OECD Higher Education Policy team canied out a benchmarking

revieli of higher education systems. The review involved the compilation and analysis of
statistical daia related to higher education (ISCED levels 5-8) for all OECD countries, as

well as a review ofindicators, policies and practices for fourjurisdictions that elected to

participate in a deeper benchmarking exercise: Estonia, the Flemish Community of
belgiurn, the Netheriands and Norway. The evidence compiled for the review spanned

the 
-inputs, 

activities, outputs and outcomes of higher education systems, with a view to

assessing their relative performance.

The analysis in this synthesis report for the project provides a comprehensive and

empiricaliy rich review of the higher education landscape across OECD countries, taking

stoòk of úow well systems are performing in meeting their education, research and

engagement responsiúilities. This report represents the first extensive examination of
niãfrer education systems undertaken by the OECD in more than a decade, and is timely

given the continuing shifts in the higher education landscape in recent years. It presents

ãn analysis of the state of higher education across the OECD today; the wider context in

which it operates; how it is iesourced; outputs and outcomes of education and research

activities; and the range ofactions higher education institutions are increasingly taking to

improve engagement with the wider world and their relevance to society.

This review also finds that the necessary evidence base to guide higher education policy

is trailing behind the quickly moving developments in higher education systems' While

higher eáucation is by far the most internationalised level of education' with systems

co-mpeting globally for students and researchers, there are almost no intemational

co*parirõns availáble of how teaching, learning and research are organised within the

"black box" ofhigher education institutions'

Furthermore, higher education grows more costly every year. Yet, despite continuously

increasing public and private expenditure, the body of available evidence required to

measure itré vatue achiwed for this investment is less developed compared to other levels

of education. Tackling core data gaps on the quality of education services provided and

the impact of higher education on sfudents' development of skills and knowledge is

essentiãl to demonstrate the value provided by higher education systems and illuminate

the areas in which performance needs to be improved'
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READER's cuIDE I zs

Reader's Guide

Statistical coveroge

The statistics reported in this publication cover the entire respective national higher

education system, including hþher education research and development, within the-

national or jurisdictional tenitory and regardless of ownership, sponsorship and mode o_f

delivery, except when differently specified. All higher education students, graduates, staff

and programmes are included, following internationally agreed definitions (UNESCO

tnstitute-for Statistics, OECD and Eurostat, 2018¡r1i OECD, 2018¡a; OECD' 2015p1)'

Deviations from this general rule are reported in the text or notes within this publication'

Country ønd iurísdìction coverage

The indicators in this publication cover all OECD countries for which data is available,

and in some cases subnational units when data are specifically available af Íhat level (for

example, England (United Kingdom) or the French Community of Belgium). The policy

analyiis canîed ouì in this publication focuses primarily on the four jurisdictions that

participated in the 2017-2018 Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance

ä*erciie. These four jurisdictions are Estonia, the Flemish Community of Belgium, the

Netherlands and Norway, and are referred to as the "participating jurisdictions"

throughout the report. Pôlicies from other jurisdictions are discussed throughout the

repoft when relevant.

As the Flemish Community of Belgium is a participating jurisdiction in the benchmarking

exercise, data have been included for thejurisdiction wherever possible. Data sources for

the Flemish Community of Belgium include OECD Regional Statistics, and a special data

collection conducted for the bènchmarking exercise in collaboration with the Flemish

Ministry for Education and Training. The Èlemish Community of Belgium is referred to

throughout as "The Flemish Community". In some cases, data are reported for the region

of Flanders; this is specified within the text.

Use of the term "hígher educøtíon" ín thìs report

The term "higher education" in this publication is equivalent to the term 'tertiary

education", asãefined in the ISCED 2011 classification (UNESCO Institute for Statistics,

2012¡+): "Tertiary education builds on secondary education, providing learning activities

in spLóiatise¿ net¿s of education. It aims at leaming at a high level of complexity and

specialisation. Tertiary education includes what is commonly understood as academic

education but also includes advanced vocational or professional education". This

comprises the short-cycle, bachelor's, master's or doctoral levels of education (Table l).
The term "higher education" is used tlroughout this report rather than "tertiary

education" due to its wider use in academic and policy literature.
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Table 1. Higher education levels in the ISCED 20ll classilication

Label (as used in
Complete name and description

the

Short cycfe
pr0gfammes

Bachelor's
pr0grammes

Master's
progfammes

Doctoral
pr0grammes

Short-cyele tertiary education (ISCED level 5): Programmes at ISCED level 5 aim to prwìde
professional knowledge, skills and competencies. Typiælly, they are practically based,

occupationally specific and prepare students to enter the labour market, but may also provide a

pathway to other higher education programmes. Academic higher education programmes below

the bachelo/s level are also classified as ISCED level 5. Programmæ classifìed at ISCED level 5

may be refened to as (higher) technical education, community college education, technician or
advanced/higher vocational train¡ng, an associate degree, or the bac+2,

Bachelols or equivalent level (/SCED /evel 6): Programmes at ISCED level 6 aim to provide

intermediate academic and/or professional knowledge, skills and competencies, leading to a first

degree or equivalent qualification. Programmes are typically theoretically based, but may include
practical components and are informed by research and/or best professional practice. Programmes

at this level do not necessarily involve the completion of a research project or thesis, but if they do,

it is less advanced, less independent or is undertaken with more guidance than those at ISCED

level 7 or 8. Programmes classif¡ed at ISCED level 6 may be refened to as a bachelods
programme, a licence, or the first university cycle.

Mastefs or equivalent level (ISCED level Z): Programmes at ISCED level 7 are designed to provide

advanced academic and/or professional knowledge, skills and competencies, leading lo a second

degree or equivalent qual¡f¡cation. Typically, programmes at this level are lheoretically based, but

may include practical components and are informed by state-of-lhe-art research and/or best
professional praotice. Programmes at this level may involve the completion of a research project 0r

thesis that is more advanced than those expected at ISCED level 6 and less advanced than those

expected at ISCED level L Maste/s programmæ can be also entirely coußework-based in some

countries, or there may be a differentiation between a coursework programme and a research

programme. Programmes classified at ISCED level 7 may be refened to in many ways, for

example: masteds programmes, magister, or MPhil.

Doctoral or equivalent level (ISCED level 8): Programmes at ISCED level 8 lead to an advanced
research qualificat¡on. Programmes at this ISCED level are devoted lo advanced study and original

research, and are typically offered only by research-oriented higher education institutions, such as

universities. Doctoral programmes exist in both academic and professional fields, and usually

conclude with the submission and defence of a thesis, dissertation or equivalent written work of
publishable quality, representing a significant contribulion to knowledge in the respective fìeld of

study. ln some education systems, ISCED level I programmes contain very limited course work, or

none at all, and individuals working towards a doctoral degree engage in research mostly

independently or in small groups with varying degrees of supervision. other countries require the

completion of coursework before the doctoral candidates can progress to the thesis component of

the programme (see Chapter 6). Programmes classified at ISCED level I may be refened to in

many ways, for example: PhD, DPhil, D,Lit, D.Sc, LL.D, Doctorate or similar terms.

Nole: Descriptions are taken from the UNESCO Institute for Statistics (20l2tqù. Short-cycle programmes at

the ISCED 5 level are not recognised as part of the higher education system in Norway an<i are offêreci

through vocational colleges. Norway offers a two-year programme at ISCED 6level (høgskolekøndidatgraQ
and students who successfully complete the two-year programme can enter into the third year of a bachelor's
programme in the same field.

Calculation of the averøges

Unless otherwise specified in the text, the averages presented in the charts and tables of
this publication are the unweighted arithmetic averages across the OECD jurisdictions
with available dafa, following the rules outlined in Table 2.
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Table 2. Rules used for the calculation ofaverages

Jurisdictions used for
the calculation

Calculation of
averages of
indicators by level of
higher education

All jurisdictions with available data on all of the series presented in a chart are used to calculate

the average. There are some exceptions to this general rule, reported within this table.

When indicators are broken down by higher education level, the average for the bachelods,

maste/s and doctoral levels includes all iurisdictions with available data for all of the series

presented in the chart, excePt for the series related to the short-cycle level, The average for the

short-cycle level is calculated separately, for all jurisdictions with available data for this level of

education. This choice has been made because short-cycle programmes do not exist in a number

of 0ECD jurisdictions.

whenever data are available for both Belgium and the Flemish community (or the Region of

Flanders), the latter is excluded from the calculation of the average'

ln some instances, data are "not applicable'for a jurisdiction, For example: if short-cycle . . .
progr*;.JOo nót exist in a jurisàhtion, enrolment at the short-cycle level is not applicable; if a

þubìic student loan scheme does not exist in a jurisdiction, then..the amount of money spent 0n

iòànJ is not appticable. ln the ælculation of indicators, non'appliæble data is treated as zero (e'g'

zero studenß ónrolled in short-cycle programmes and zero dollars spent on loans). When data

ãie noiápptica¡te both at the nuherátorãnd the denominator of an indicator (e.9, proportion ol

¡nternationã students at the short-cycle level over total enrolment at the short-cycle level), then

the data are treated as missing in the calculation of lhe avera0e.

Data sources

The majority of the indicators in this publication come from OECD data collections, for

examplË the¡oint LTNESCO-OECD-Eurostat (UOE) data collection, the OECD Indicators

of Edìcation Systems QNES) data collection, the Survey of Adult Skills, or the OECD

Career of Doctorate Uòlders Survey. When possible, OECD data have been extracted

from the OECD Education Statistics (OECD,2018p1) or from the OECD Science,

Technology and R&D Statistics (OECD,2018p1) databases. In the other cases, the data

collection is indicated as the data source.

Other data sources, from outside the OECD, have been used for selected indicators within

the publication. For example, some indicators on financial and human resources are based

on ih. European Registeì for Tertiary Education (ETER) dataset; and data from the

World Economic Forum and the Europôan Community Innovation Survey have been used

to present indicators on higher education engagement.

In addition, a survey was issued to the four participatingjurisdictions to collect data on a

variety of íopics, including a number of statistics broken down by subsector (universities

and professionui high.. education institutions). The survey results are published in 
1

nu1¡ú.. of tables *ithin the publication. In these cases the source is stated as "adapted

from datalinformation provided by the participating jurisdictions"'

Døta updates

This publication makes use of the most recent available dataafthe time of its preparation'

Data released after 31 December 2018 have not been included in the analysis, except for

the data on human resources in Chapter 6, which were released in early 2019, in order to

standardise as much as possible the reference years used in chapter 6.

A note on lhe stutisticøl collaboration with Linkedln

Box 5.10 was produced in collaboration with Linkedln, a platform for professional

networking. Thése data cover self-reported information on professional and educational

experiencãs; and information on individual skills, either self-reported or reported by other

individuals on the professional platform.

Exclusion of Flemish

data

Non-applicable data
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Linkedln staff extracted the data on request of the OECD. The data provided by Linkedln
cover around 2710 000 members who indicated that they eamed their first master's
degree between 2010 and 2013 in eight jurisdictions (Australia, Canada, Estonia, the
Flemish Community, France, the Netherlands, Norway and the United States). By
comparison, the OECD estimated the number of first-time master's graduates covering
the same period and jurisdictions to be around 5 000 000 (based on data retumed by
jurisdictions in UNESCO-OECD-Eurostat (UOE) data collection). Graduates who
reported over seven educational and professional experiences in the five years after
graduating (1.5% ofthe total) were excluded from the analysis.

To check the robustness of the results, the same data extraction and calculations have

been performed for both first-time bachelor's and master's graduates. In addition, the
extraction of data on interpersonal skills has been performed based on two different skill
lists: Linkedln's own list; and a list of skills closely matching (as agreed by the OECD
and Linkedln) the list of keywords on intrapersonal, interpersonal and problem-solving
skills provided by (Binkley etal.,2005p1). The conclusions discussed in Box 5.10 hold
for all variations ofthe analysis carried out.

Sources of qualitative informatíon

A substantial amount of qualitative information has been collected to prepare this
publication. The main sources of this information are:

r documents sent by the participating jurisdictions (one per jurisdiction) describing
their higher education systems and policies

o discussions between the OECD and the participating jurisdictions' project
coordinators held during six workshops between February 2017 and November
2018

o other meetings and webinars with the participating jurisdictions' project
coordinators and national experts on higher education policies or statistics.

Throughout the publication, the information gathered from thcsc sourccs is rcfcrred to as

"adapted from information provided by the participating jurisdictions".

The publication also makes use of structured qualitative data on university autonomy in
Europe from the European University Association (EUA) (Bennetot Pruvot and

Estermann, 2017p1); and on higher education academic staff categories from Eurydice
(European Commission, EACEA and Eurydice,2017¡e1). Both organisations (EUA and

Eurydice) gave permission to the OECD to use their qualitative data collection for
additional data collection or validation. For example, qualitative data on the autonomy of
professional HEIs and independent private institutions were collected by the OECD
through interviews of representatives of these institutions or government officials, based

on the EUA tool.

Symbolsfor mÍssing data und abbrevìatìons

The following symbols and abbreviations are used to convey statistical information in the
linked files to the figures presented (statlinks) throughout this publication:

ó There is a break in the time series, implying that comparisons across time should
be made with caution

c There are too few observations to provide reliable estimates

d Difference in methodolory
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e Estimated value

m Dataarcnot available (missing)

p Provisional value

q Datahave been withdrawn at the request of the country concemed'

r Values are below a certain reliability threshold and should be interpreted with

caution

w The indicator is overestimated because it includes data from another category

)c Data are included in another category or column within the table

z Dataare not applicable because the category does not apply
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Executit¡e sumnxary

Higher education provÍdes grøduates wìth favourable economÍc and social outcome$

butthe low basic skìlls ofsome graduates ís a causefor concern

The share of young people achieving a higher education qualification has increased

steadily in recênt yeais. Across the OECD, the proportion of 25-34 year-olds with a

higher education qualifìcation is now larger than the proportion with upper secondary

ed-ucation only. Mòreover, despite the growth in higher education attainment across the

OECD in reôent decades, the employment premium enjoyed by higher education

gaduates has remained steady. Young higher education gtaduates also attract a strong

iremium on earnings; on average bachelor's graduates in the OECD earn one-third more'

änd master's graduãtes close to two-thirds more, than those with upper secondary or post-

secondary non-tertiary education.

Apart from positive economic outcomes, higher education graduates also tend to report

mãre favouiable social and health outcomes than those without a higher education

qualification. They are less likely to report suffering from depression and more likely to

report to be in good or excellent health, to volunteer, to indicate trust in others and to feel

u ì"nr. of political efficacy than those with upper secondary or post-secondary non-

tertiary education onlY'

However, nearly one-third of higher education graduates have poorer information

processing skilli than might be eipected of graduates at this level. According to the

þECO Sõrvey of Adult Skills, a worrying proportion (around 30%) of graduates from

OECD highei education systems do not reach the literacy and numeracy proficiency skill

level requìred to carry out moderately complex information processing tasks.

Hígher education spending per student is ínøeasing røpidly, with households pøying

about one-jifth of the costs

Higher education costs more than education at other levels, and spending has increased

tæi¿ty in recent years. Between 2005 and 2015, while the number of students in higher

edìcaiion increased by around l\o/¡,total expenditure grew by more than 300/o.

Governments continue to be the main source of higher education funding, accounting for

two-thirds of expenditure on higher education institutions on average across OECD

countries. The wìdespread provisìon of grants and scholarships to students, as well as

public loans, has heiped to make higher education more accessible and affordable. In

many OECD countries, the average government expenditure per student on grants,

schoiarships and loans exceeds the average annual household expenditure on education

institutions per student.

Households contribute about one-fifth ofthe cost ofhigher education, although funding

by other private sources and international sources remains marginal in most OECD

countries.
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Inequíty of øccess by socio-economic and mígratíon background ís a persistent
challenge

Many governments maintain horizontal differentiation in the system with the goal of
enabling the higher education system to serve a wide variety ofstudents and purposes. In
many countries, a binary divide between academically oriented (universities) and
professionally oriented (professional HEIs) institutions exists. Available data indicate that
professional HEIs in binary systems tend to enrol more part-time students, older students
and more students from disadvantaged groups than universities.

However, overall, equal access to higher education is far from a reality. Across the
OECD, an average of 600/o of today's young people will enter higher education over their
lifetimes. Nevertheless, the most recent evidence available indicates that 18-24 year-olds
whose parents do not have a higher education qualification are still between 40o/o and
60% less likely than other individuals to enter a bachelor's level programme. Similarly,
across OECD countries with available data, the children of foreign-born parents are
between l0%o and 60% less likely to enter a bachelor's level programme.

Only 4 ín 10 bachelor's students are able to complete on tíme, and 2 in I0 do not
complete al all

Delayed completion and non-completion of studies is common in OECD education
systems. On average, just 40%o of new entrants to a bachelor's level programme graduate
within the expected duration of the programme and over one-fifth of students leave
without completing a qualification. The high level of non-completion can reflect failures
in the guidance process from upper secondary to higher education, low admission
standards, inadequate academic support, poor programme quality and the financial cost of
education.

Recent policy responses to low completion rates include better matching of applicants
with higher education programmes, for example through in-depth information sessions
and compulsory, non-binding self-assessment tests. In addition, financial incentives to
increase timely completion have been introduced in some jurisdictions through formula
funding or performance agreements between the government and higher education
institutions.

Young doctorate holders ín higher educatìon employment Jind less job securìty than
theìr predecessots and their peers ín other sectors

According to data from the OECD Careers of Doctorate Holders survey, around one-third
of doctorate holders are employed in the education sector on average across OECD
countries with available data. This may indicate a limited absorptive capacity in the
academic labour market for doctorate holders, However, in general, only a small
percentage of doctoral graduates are not employed, signalling a demand for the skills and
knowledge provided by doctoral education in the wider labour market, and suggesting
that doctorate holders are employable in a variety of economic sectors.

On average across OECD countries, half of academic staff in the higher education sector
are under 45 years of age. Evidence from the participating jurisdictions shows that
younger academic staff with teaching duties are less likely to have a permanent contract
compared to older teaching staff in some jurisdictions. Insecurity about career prospects
often associated with early-stage careers in research (and in some countries, the
accumulation of debt over this period) can make academic jobs less attractive than jobs in
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other sectors offering gleater job security and benefits for similar levels of skills and

experience.

Higher educøtion research and development relíes heavþ upon public funding, and.

establíshes limited collabotatìon wìth^basinesses on ínnovatíon, especially for small

ønd medíam entetPrises

R&D undertaken by higher education is heavily financed by 
-govemment 

funds, which

,nut. up two-thirds of iñ. funaing for the sector, on average. The links between business'

higher àducation ..r.*tr r..toti and the wider economy and society appear to be.less

ã"îetop"A than in other sectors of research across the OECD. Together, business

enterprìses and the private non-profit sector still contribute less than l0o/o of higher

education R&D fundin!. Su*.yr'of business enterprises indicate that l5o/o of businesses

l""port 
"*operation 

witfi tne higher education sectoi on developing innovative products or

p.ã...r"r. In addition, other ãvidence suggests that the collaboration with the higher

àducation sector is moie active amongst large businesses than amongst SMEs'

However, some OECD jurisdictions are working to increase collaboration between higher

education institutions and businesses. In some cáses, targeted industrial research funds are

awarded by governments to institutions to engage in teihnology transfer activities, such

u, ii."n.ingipatentinf and spin-offs. In othãr cases, consortia have been established

Ult*""n frúfrer educiion inititutions and private or^ public organisations to conduct

applied resäch, based on a mixture of public targeted funding and private resources'

There is øn increasing focus on engagement activíties, but frømeworks for measurìng

aclivitíes do not Yet exìst

Governments and stakeholders are increasingly asking higher education institutions to

"-rrgæ" 
more effectively with the wider worìd through developing human.capital (e'g'

tñ;gh developing 
"nlr"pr"n"utial 

skills and providing continuing education), supporting

innonäion, prr¡oiing regional development ãnd civið engagement, creating a culturally

rich environment, increãsing environmental awareness and contributing to achieve

broader social goals on suãtainability. At the same time, funding for engagement

activities in higher education appears io be mainly project-based, and mechanisms for

institutions to report on 
"ngugemènt 

outcomes in a systematic and comparable way have

not yet been widelY develoPed.

Open access to scíentiiic documents temøins límited

Higher education systems can contribute to the wider community through ensuring that

the knowledg" g.n".ut.J by their research is availablc for the benefit of all of society'

ôp* u"..5"to iublication. hu, become a policy target in many OECD countries, and is

relevant to the promoti-on of op"n science, i.e. the efforts to make the outputs of research

ãore widely accessible in digital format to the scientific community and to society^more

Urou¿f'. NËvertheless, the riain model of disseminating scientific research in OECD

countries remains one of closed access. Recent analysis of a ra¡dom sample of 100 0.00

puúä"utio* found that only around l}.Yo werepublished in gold open access joumals (i'e'

readers are able to ac"es, the publication át no charge), on average across OECD

countries.

Although quality ís dfficult to measure, governments 
-are 

increasingly tryìng to link

¡unAtu"g øid otier poliõies to the quality of teachíng and research

Although quality in higher education is especially diffrcult tomeasure, governments are

u.ing ã váriety of approaches to ensure quality in research and teaching' Research
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funding systems rely increasingly on bibliometric indicators that yield information about
the number of publications and their impact. Policies in several OECD jurisdictions also
aim at ensuring the relevance of research for society and economic activities, for example
by rewarding applied research with a demonstrable economic impact. Competitive
funding is widely used to award financial resources only to the most promising rãsearch
projects and, more recently, to projects related to teaching. In addition, some QECD
jurisdictions have introduced higher education teaching certifications based on peer
review and training, with the aim of creating a community of teachers who share best
practices for teaching and learning

Datø lìmitations prevent comprehensive perþrmønce assessment of hígher educatìon
systems, but improvements ín measurcments are possìble

The benchmarking exercise provided an opportunity to review the cunent state of higher
education in OECD countries and identiS, some pressing performance issues faãing
higher education systems. Reviewing a set of 45 indicators at the country level
demonstrates the complexity of making summary judgments about the performànce of
higher education systems. At the same time, considering a large volume of information
together helps to identi$ areas of strengths and challenges relative to other OECD
countries.

While some experimental measures of efficiency and cost-effectiveness are described in
this report, the development of actionable measures of effìciency in the higher education
sector is complicated by the multiplicity of inputs, outputs and outcomes that cannot be
directly mapped to each other. There are also difficulties in measuring inputs themselves,
ascertaining the level of control over the inputs, and attaching an impofance weighting to
the outputs and outcomes.

Many national governments are working on initiatives to improve the data available to
assess the performance ofhigher education. These initiatives cover areas as diverse as the
standardised assessment of student outcomes, implementing large-scale surveys of
student satisfaction and collecting more gtanular labour market outcome information on
graduates. International efforts to develop new methodologies and standards for the
collection of data on higher education outcomes and policies also represent important
steps forward in the development of the evidence base to measure higher education
performance.
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chapter 1. Higher education and the wider social and economic context

This chapter describes the wider economic and social context within which higher

education systems operate, and the core challenges that higher education systems are

facing today.

The statistical data for lsrael are supplied by and under the responsibilþ ofthe relevant Israeli authorities'

The use of such data by the OECD ls^ütnoui p.ejudice to the status of the Golan Heights, East Jerusalem and

Israeli settlements in the West Bank undei the terms of intemational law'
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1.1. Higher education today

Across the world, countries fbce challenges related to the economic and social
transformations which have come about as a result of globalisation, mass migration,
ageing societies and technological development. Highir education is increãsingly
expected to play a central role in responding to these challenges. A comprehensive OECD
review of higher education policy, carried out approximaTely adecade ago, acknowledged
the expanding scope and importance of higher education ând the increãsing prominence
of higher education issues on national policy agendas (oEcD, 200g¡r¡).

Since then, the economic and social context surrounding higher education systems has
continued to evolve. The 2007-2008 financial crisis led to a worsening of thé economic
situation in many OECD countries, while deepening inequalities have ðreated new social
divisions. Against this background, higher education sysiems have continued to grow in
scale and scope, on the basis that social and economic benefits attributable to ã trigtr-
performing higher education system can play a crucial role in both taking advantagJof
the opportunities and responding to the challenges presented by recent economiJ and
social changes.

Economic success relies on human capital, i.e. "the knowledge, skills, competencies and
other attributes embodied in individuals that are relevant to economic activity,, (OECD,
1998p¡). Higher education plays a key role in developing high-value knowledge, skills
and competencies. Higher education graduates themselveJ also receive sþificant
economic benefits, slch as higher employment rates, higher earnings and faster earnings
progression (OECD, 20 I 8p1).

Moreover, in most OECD countries, higher education is the core provider of basic
research, which produces the foundational knowledge required foi innovation. The
applied research and experimental development carried out by the higher education sector
also plays an important role in the production of new technologies.

By providing social and cultural contributions to their communities, higher education
institutions can help improve general well-being and produce better social and health
outcomes, cultural capital, urban and rural regeneration and environmental sustainability
(OECD, 2007p). These engagement activities have direct benefits for society by
improving general health, welfare, antl social cohesion; producing lively cuitural
surroundings; and supporting a clean ancl sustainable environment.

Given these economic and social benefits, many countries have invested in expanding
their higher education systems in recent years. In 2017, on average across OECD
countries, 44%o of 25-34 year-olds had obtained a higher education qualification, while
nine OECD countries, including Canada, Japan and the United fingdom, aóhieved
attainment rates of over 50% (Figure 1.1). At the same time, many hìgher education
systems outside the OECD have expanded, particularly in emerging Asianiountries such
as China and India. As a result, the number of 25-34 year-olds wiìh a tertiary education
degree in OECD and G20 countries is expected to grow over the next decades,from 137
million in2013 to 300 million by 2030 (Figure 1.2) (OECD,2015r5r).
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Figure 1.1. Population with higher education qualifications (2017)
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Note: *participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018'

Chile: Data refer to 2015.

Source: Adapted from OECD (2018¡a1), OECD Education Statistics, http://dx.doi.ordl0'1787/edu-data-en;

data provided by the Flemish Ministry of Education and Training'

statr.ink jÐ4 httos://doi.org/10.1787/888933940132

Figure 1.2. Share of 24-34 year-olds with a tertiary degree across oECD and G20 countries
(2013 and 2030)
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source: 1ECD (201jpt), "Howìs the global talent pool changing (2013,2030)?", Education Indicators in

Foczs, No. 3 l, https ://doi'ordl 0' I 78715 is331gik4 I -en'

The rising demand for higher education has also led to a notable increase in the number

and types- of higher educãtion institutions worldwide. It is estimated that there are now

over i'B 000 hi!'her education institutions across over 180 countries offering at least a

edr¡r¡tion
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post-graduate degree or a four-year professional diploma (International Association of
Universities, 2018¡u¡). The diversity of higher education systems today is reflected in
different institutional models of higher education institutions, including public,
government-dependent private, private for-profit and private non-profit institutions,
depending on the national context (see Chapter 2). These different types of institutions
may form distinct subsectors in some countries, with disparate governance arrangements.

Higher education also caters to increasingly diverse student populations. The traditional
cohort of young upper secondary graduates, who tend to study full-time and on campus,
has been increasingly joined by part-time and older students who may be full-time
employees or carers. Increased student mobility has resulted in greater numbers of
international students on many campuses. These groups have different motivations and
leaming needs, creating a need for a more diverse and flexible higher education
provision. Higher education systems in most jurisdictions therefore face the challenge of
responding coherently to the continued increase in demand from a complex student
population.

Higher education plays an integral role in globalisation and in the knowledge economy,
as it facilitates the flow of people, ideas and knowledge across countries. Higher
education therefore acts as an engine for 'brain circulation' between countries. The
number of international students in higher education has increased from2 million in 1999
to 5 million in 2076, at an average annual rate of 5o/o among OECD countries and 6Yo
among non-OECD countries (OECD,2018p1). Intemationalisation can also be found in
other forms, such as staff mobility, transnational branch campuses, joint and double
degree programmes between institutions in different countries, intemational intemships
and training experiences abroad, franchise and twinning arrangements, online education
delivered across the world and global research networks.

Figure'1.3. Higher education expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP (2006 and 2016)

r2016 o 2006

Note: *Participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018.
Chile: the 2006 data refer to 2007. Australia, Switzerland: the 2016 data refer to 2015. New Zealand: the
2006 and 2016 dala refer to 2005 and 2015.
source: Adapted from OECD (2018¡r¡), OECD science, Technolog,t and R&D statistics
https ://doi.orÊy' I 0. I 787lstrd-data-en.
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Moreover, investment in higher education research and development (HERD) increased

in most oECD countries between 2006 and 2016 (Figure 1.3). The number of higher

education researchers (full+ime equivalent) across OECD countries also increased from

around I 200 000 in ZòOO to more than 2 300 000 in20l6 (OECD,2018¡t1) (see Chapter

6).

These trends show the extent of the expansion, diversification and globalisation of the

higher education sector in recent years across the OECD. But these changes also raise

qu'estions about how well higher eåucation is contributing to societies through education,

research and engagement activities. Ultimately, there is increasing pressure to

demonstrate that tñe-substantial public and private investment in higher education creates

positive economic, social, and cultural retums'

1.2. Economic and social background of OBCD higher education systems

Each country faces a distinct set of policy issues related to higher education. The macro-

economic situation affects the lével of spending on higher education, and has

consequences for employment and labour mãrket outcomes. Demographic and social

trends also influence the environment in which higher education systems operate' along

*it¡ Uroude. poiiticat processes and macro-institutiõnal factors, often shaped by historical

circumstances.

In this section, an overview of some economic and social contextual factors which form

the background of higher education systems across the- OECD is presented, with a focus

on the four participat"ing jurisdictions of the benchmarking project (Estonia, the Flemish

Community of Belgium, the Netherlands and Norway)'

1.2.1. Higher education and the economic context

OECD economies have largely recoveredfrom the crisis"'

Higher education has a role to play in meeting some of the pressing economl: challenges

tacleA Uy OECD countries, many oîwhich arelhe legacy of the recent global financial and

".ono.i" 
crisis. OECD economies have largely recovered from the effects of the crisis,

and while more recently economic growth has slowed in many jurisdictions, Gross

Domestic product (CDPi per capita remains close to pre-crisis levels in several countries

(Figure 1.4).

on average across OECD countries, GDP per capita was around usD 39 000 in 2017'

The wide variation in GDP per capita acioss OECD jurisdictions affects the relative

abilities of governments to invest in ùigher education systems. As this report shows, GDP

per capita ii u"ry closely associated *ittr the level of expenditure per student in higher

èdu"uiion, even ihough it is not strongly associated with higher education expenditure as

a fraction of GDP or of total public expenditure (see chapter 3).

In the four participating jurisdictions, GDP per capita in 2017 ranged from above the

OECD average in Ñor*ãy (close to USD 60 000), Belgium and the Netherlands (between

USD 40 000 and USD j0 000), while it was below the OECD average (around USD

30 000) in Estonia. These differences highlight the difficulties that some countries have to

maintaín and increase investment on trighei education systems in a globally competitive

CHAPTER I. HIGHEREDUCATION AND THE WIDER socrAl AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT I sl
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environment, despite the policy priority that may be placed by governments on higher
education.

Figure 1.4. GDP per capita (2006 and 2017)

Measured in US dollars at constant prices and 2010 PPPs

.2017 Õ2006

Note: *Participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018.
Latvia: data for 2006 and,20l7 are not comparable due to changes in methodologies.
Source:Adapted from OECD (20181r¡), OECD Productiviiy Statistics, http://dx.doi.ore/10.1787/þdtw-data-
en.

Statltnk ãæF httos://doi.o¡q/10.1787i888933940170

Some countries have reduced the disparity between their level of GDP per capita and the
OECD average in recent years. This could imply that countries with GDP per capita
below the OECD average could improve capacity for higher education spending in the
future, depending on other commitments and contextual factors.

....but the majority of countries hate increased their debt letels.

While GDP levels after the economic crisis have generally recovered across the OECD
area, the crisis left the large majority of OECD countries with higher levels of
govemment debt (Figure 1.5). This means that govemments across the OECD have less
room to expand public expenditure in areas in need of resources. For example, capital
investment in higher education may suffer from the financial constraints imposed on
govemments by the post-crisis economic environment; some evidence reviewed in
Chapter 3 suggests that higher education capital expenditure tends to increase more than
proportionally when the general government expenditure increases.

The levels of government debt vary greatly across the four jurisdictions participating in
the benchmarking exercise. Norway was among very few OECD countries that reduced
their public debt level between 2006 and 2017, by around I 5 percentage points. Estonia
has enacted prudent fiscal policies over the past decades which have resulted in a very
low (less than l5%) level of public debt, both before the crisis and more recently. Over
the same period, the level of govemment debt increased in the Netherlands, but it was still
relatively low in 2017 at 70% of GDP.
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In contrast, Belgium had one of the highest levels of government debt in the OECD area,

borh in 2006 (around 100% of GDP) and in 2017 (120%). This relatively high level of
debt could limit the possibilities of finding public resources for higher education in the

future, particularly in a country where the large majority of higher education funding

comes from the government (see Chapter 3).

Figure 1.5. General government debt as a percentage ofGDP (2006 and 2017)

Excluding unfunded pension liabilities
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Note: *Pafücipating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 2017/2018'

Israel, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico and Switzerland: the latest available data refer to 2016.

Source: Àdapted f¡om OECI (20181101), OECD National Accounts Statistics, http://dx.doi.ord10.l787lna-

data-en.

sx axLi n k ã-4 https ://doi. o¡q/1 0. 1 787l888933940 1 89

Growth in labour productivity has not recovered to levels seen before the

crisis.....

The improvement of labour productivity is high on the political agenda in many OECD

countriôs, as labour productivity growth in OECD countries has not yet retumed to its
pre-crisis level. Across the OECD area, GDP per hour worked increased by 2-5%io pet

year, on average, between 2002 and 2006, but only by 1%o per year, on average, between

2013 and,20t7 @igure 1.6). While the relationship between human capital and labour

productivity is complex, lower growth puts greater focus on the role of higher education

in increasing labour productivity, as a place where skills are developed and highly
qualifred workers are trained for their future roles in the workplace.

Across the four participating jurisdictions, Estonia experienced the highest average

annual productivity increase (1.7o/o) during the 2013-2017 period, but also the largest

difference in the average growth between 2002-2006 and2013-2017' Norway's average

annual productivity growth over the 2013-2017 period was similar to the OECD average

level, at around l%o. The average productivify growth was lower than average in the

Netherlands and Belgium for both of the periods 2002-2006 and 2013-2017, with the

lowest in Belgium for the period 2013-2017 (0.6%).
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Figure 1.6. Annual average productivity growth (2002- 2006 and 2013- 2017)

GDP per hour worked, constant prices
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Note: *Participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018.

Countries with a data break in this series during the period 2002-2017 have been excluded (Chile,2012;
Hungary,20l0; Ireland,20ll and 2017;Latvia,2006; Mexico,20l0; Poland,20l0).
Japan, Turkey, the United States and the OECD total: the 2013-2017 data refer to 2013-2016'
Source: Adapted from OECD (20l8rcl), OECD Productivity Sîatistics, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/Þdtvl,-data-
en.

Statlink àæ httos://doi.o¡e/10. 1?87/888933940208

...though employment rates have surpossed pre-crisis levels

The general employment rate in a country is a crucial piece of contextual information to
interpret the employment rate of higher education graduates (a key indicator of higher
education performance - see Chapter 5). The OECD employment rate was 2 percentage

points above the pre-crisis level in 2017, while the OECD average unemployment rate

was below the pre-crisis level of 6%o and projected to fall further (Figure 1.7) (OECD,

2018rrrl). However, prime-age and youth employment rates were only at, or still below,
pre-crisis levels in many countries (OECD, 2018rrzt).

ln 2017, the employment rate was relatively high (around 75%) in Estonia, the

Netherlands and Norway, while it was below the OECD average in Belgium (less than

6s%).
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Figure 1.7. Employment and unemployment rates (2017)
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Note: *Participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018'

Sourl,"r,Adapied frãm oECD (2018¡21),-Maln Economic Indica¡ors, http://dx.doi.ore/10.1787/mei'data-en'

.statl.ink æ https:rdoi orsi I O. I 78?/88b933940227

One of the key roles for education in society is to compensate for initial inequalities and

p.ouiae all students with the skills needed to succeed in the labour market and in life. in

i"ne.ul (OECD, 20l8rr¿ù. Dealing directly with the root causes of income inequality,

íuch as education and s-kills inequà-lity, is considered more effective than trying to fix 
-the

symptoms at later stages of life, thróugh redistribution policies like taxes and transfers

(ôp^co, 2015rrsr). HÃvever, despite the continuously increasing levels of educational

àttuin-ônt in thó population, in"oto" inequality in OECD countries is at its highest level

in over 30 years, ánd wealth is even more unevenly distributed.

The Gini coefficient is a key indicator of income inequality. Va]u9s close to 0 indicate

completely equal incom"r, *hil" values close to I indicate very high inequality' The Gini

coefficient wàs around 0.3 on average across OECD countries in2016 (Figure 1'8)' It

;;rg.d from 0.24 in the Slovak Republic, the most egalitarian country' to 0.46 in Mexico,

the"country with the most unequal income distribution. Income inequality in Belgium' the

Netherlands and Norway *u, io*", than the OECD average, while in Estonia it was just

around the average.
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Figure 1.8. Income inequality (2016)

Gini cocfficient (based on disposable iucorne, post l"axes antl transfers - new income definition since 2012), 0: complete equality; I = complete inequality

Note: *Participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 2017lZ0lB.
The latest available year is 2016 for Finland, Israel, Latvia, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom
and the United States; 2014 for Australia, Hungary, Iceland and Mexico; 2012 for Japm.
Source: Adapted from OECD (20181re1), OECD Social and Welfare Statistics, https:i/doi.org/l0. 1787/socwel-
dala-en.

Statlink æ htrpsr//doi.orq/10. 1787/888933940246

1.2.2. Higlter educøtion and sociul conditions

Demographic changes have implications þr higher education systems

Demography influences higher education in a variety of ways (OECD, 2008rrzli Ritzen,
2010rrsr). A decreasing population, especially among the young cohorts who typically
compose the majority of higher education students, can result in difficulties recruiting
students, with potential effects on expenditure per stucient. It can also threaten thé
survival of some institutions, particularly those located in remote areas or offering less
prestigious programmes. Decreasing population can also contribute to tightening lubout
market conditions, putting pressure on higher education to provide graduates with the
necessary skills to boost the economy (OECD, 2017wù.

on average across OECD countries, the population grew by 9% between 2000 and 2015,
but with a very large variation between countries (Figure 1.9). While the population of
Israel grew by over 30Yo in that time period, that of Lafvia and Lithuania decreased by
more than l5%.The population increased by between 5Yo and l0o/o in Belgium and the
Netherlands, and by more than 15% in Norway; in contrast, it decreased by 6yo in
Estonia.
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Figure 1.9. Population growth rates (2000-2015)

Reference Year: 2000
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Note: *Pafücipating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018.

Source: Adapted ñom United Nations Þopulation Division (20181201), 2017 Revision of Itorld Population

Pros pects, https://population.un.ore/wpp/'

statlink Ðfl https://doi.orgl10. 1787/888933940265

Norway has a demographic profile very similar to the OECD average' Belgium, Estonil

and th; Netherlands presented a slightly older profile in 2015, with almost 40Yo of
individuals aged 50 orolder. However, while the share of the population younger Than25

was closer tolhe O6CO average in Belgium and the Netherlands, it was three percentage

points lower in Estonia.

A declining population is related to ageing and emigration, which also reflect on the age

structure oi ìtrè poputation. Therefore, population growth is closely related to the age

structure of the þopulation (the conelation between the population growth rates from

Figure 1.9 and tùe-share of individuals older than 50 from Figure 1.10 is 0.69). On

uuárug" across OECD countries in2015, about 30% of the population was younger than

25, ibout 35%o was 25- 49 years old, and the remaining 35%o was 50 or older

(Figure l l0).
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Figure 1.10. Age structure ofpopulation (2015)
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Note: *Pafücipating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018.
Source: Adapted from United Nations Population Division (2018p01), 2017 Revision of l{orld Population
P r o spe cts, https ://population.un.ore/wÞp/.

statlink @ httos:/idoi.ordl0. 1787l888933940284

Migration is increasing across the world

Global migration flows are increasing. The number of intemational migrants in the world
was over 230 million in 2013 (one-third greater than the number in 2000), and it is likely
to have grown further in recent years. Mi$ants can counterbalance the labour shortages
caused by declining population, especially those who are highly skilled, who constitute a
growing fraction of the overall migrant population. In addition, migrants can establish
social, business and cultural international networks from which both their host and home
countries can benefit (OECD, 2015øù.

When the share of foreign-bom people (and their descendants) in the population is
substantial, the higher education system must adapt to ensure that suitable learning
opportunities are available. This includes both ensuring accessibility for young second-
generation immigrants and providing lifelong leaming opportunities for first-generation
immigrants as well as for other adults (see Chapter 5).

On average across OECD countries, foreign-born people accounted for'13o/o of the total
population in 2017 (Figure 1.11). In the Netherlands, the share of foreign in the
population was close to the average, while in Belgium and Norway it was over l5ol0.

on
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Estonia presents specific challenges not only in attracting skilled workers' but also in

retaining them. The share of foreign-bom people in the Eionian population was around

10vo in 2017. Emigruii* t u, t'een high in Estonia in the recent past; however,

iÀ.igrution started tã 
"*"..¿ 

emigration iÁZO1S (Statistics Estonia, 20l9ezù'

Figure l.ll. Foreign-born population (2017)
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Note: *pafücipating in the Benchníarking Higher Education system Performan",e exercise 201712018'

The latest available v.* ¡ zõiO fo. Fran"ce, ireland, Mexico and Turkey; 2015 for Chile; 2014 for New

lé¡ü¿;zotzfor Clech Republic, Poland andPortugal;2011 for Canada'

Jd; ;JK";a: data refer ilh;ilr;ig" poputationiather than the foreign-bom population.
"iíl*". 

Ã¿up*d from OECD (20 I Sp:l) Intirnati onal Mi grat ion Outlook 2 0 I 8'

http ://dx.doi.ore/l 0. I 787lmier-outlook-20 I 8-en'

statltnk &4 httos://doi.ord10 l7871888933940303

Higher educøtion is associated with more favourable social outcomes across the

OECD

Education is important to supply the skills the economy needs, but it is also important as a

way to foster democratic engãgement among citizens, civil society participation and other

positive social outcomes. fhð achievement of higher 9du¡atio¡ is generally associated

with better well-being and social outcomes, inchiding in health, interpersonal trust and

political effrcacY.

Theproportionof|6-34year-oldsreportingtobeingoodhealthishigherthanthe
average across OECD .o*i.i"t participating in the Surv-ey of.Adult Skills in Norway'

close to the average in the Flemiih Com-.rníty and the Netherlands, and lower than the

average in Estonia. Th"-p.;p;ion of 16-34.year-olds reporting that they trust others is

around the average ir ittJ"ffiuttitipating jurisdictions. Thè proportion of 16-34 year-olds

reporting that they have a sáy in government is higher than t\ average in the Flemish

õå..riiay, the ÑetherianJt'án¿ Ñor*uy, while it iJ lower than the average in Estonia'

on average across oEcD countries and economies participating in the survey of Adults

skills, adults young", ttun 35 with a higher education degree have about 2'5 times the

ã¿Jr åf r.po.ting tõ te in good or excell-ent health, compared to people of the same age
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with only an upper secondary education degree. They also have almost twice the odds of
disagreeing with the statement that only few people ðan be trusted and 1.5 times the odds
of disagreeing that people like them have no say 1n what the govemment does (a measure
of political efficacy) (Figure 1. 1 2).

Figure 1.12. Relative levelofself-reported health, interpersonal trust and political efficacy of
higher education graduates, 16-34 year-olds (2012 or Z0l5)

Odds ratio to report good or excellent health, to disagree lvith the süatements 'bnly few people can be trusted?,
and 'þeople like me don't have any say about whaithe government does" (upper se.ondury education : l)

¡ self reported heafih Elnterpersonal trust ¡ Political efficacy
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Note: *Parficipating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 20l:¡ li¿}lg.
The adjusted odds ratios are computed through a logistic regression model and take account of diflerences
associated with other factors: age, gender. immigrant and iunguag" background and parents' educational
attainment. Thc probability differences are signilìcantly diflerãnt lom t Tor all couniries and economies
except: Austri4 England, Greece,.lreland, ltaly, Japan, Northem lreland, sloveni4 spain, Sweden and
Turkey for self-reported health; Chile, Greece, IsraèI, Italy, New Zealand, Northem lieland, the Slovak
Republic and Spain for interpersonal trust; Chile, the Czectr, Republic, England (United Kingdóm), Estonia,
France, Greece, Italy. Slovenia, Spain an! Turkey for political êfficu.y. cãuntriÈs a. .ank"ã ilír;;;i;;
order ofthe relative level ofselÊreported health.
Source: Adapted from OECD (2018¡z+), OECD Suney of Ad.ult Skitls,www.oecd.ors/skillsfuiaac/data/.

Starltnk fuF hft ps://doi.orq/ t 0. I 787/888933940322

Fostering a sense of political efficacy and participation in democratic life is fundamental
to the functioning of democracy. Voter participation provides a good measure of civic
and political engagement. However, caution is neeàed in the interpretation of this
measure, which can also be influenced by institutional differences in èlectoral systems
(for example, voting is compulsory in some countries).

On average across OECD countries, around 70Yo of the population registered to vote cast
a vote at the most recent election (Figure Ll3). This proportion was iubstantially higher
than average (around 80o/o) in the Netherlands and Nórwày, and reached close to 901/o in
Belgium, but was lower than average (around 65%) inEstonia.
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Figure 1.13. Voter turnout (latest available year)
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Note: *participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018'

The latest uuäitu¡Ë year is 2017 for Franci, Kore4 the Netherlands and the United Kingdom; 2016 for

Australia, Iceland, lreland, Lithuania, the Slovak Republic, Spain and the United States; 2015 for Canad4

Denmark, Estonia, Greece, Israel, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland and Turkey; 2014 for Belgium, Hungary'

læ-, iáttø, New Zealand, Slovánia, Swêden; Zõt: ør Austria, Chile, the Czech Republic, Germany, Italy,

Luxembourg, Norway; and2012 for Finland, Mexico.

Source: Adlpted fiom OECD (2018rzsl), OECD Better Life Index,htto://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.olg/.

StatLtnk Ag https ://doi orq/l 0. I 787188893394034 I

Voter turnout is not the only indicator of democratic engagement. Another fundamental

characteristic of democratic policy-making is the involvement of stakeholders in decision

processes. It is difficult to þeneiate a single measure of stakeholder involvement, but

Þ'igu." 1.14 presents an average across a number of indicators on this topic for 2014'

Esionia tras ã trigtr level of siakeholder engagement relative to other OECD countries

according to this measure, while Belgium was just above the OECD average' and the

Netherlands and Norway were below average.
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Figure Ll4. Stakeholder engagement for developing regulations (2014)
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Note: *Participating in the Benchmarking Higher Education System Performance exercise 201712018.
The indicator is calculated as the simple average ofhro composite indicators (covering respectively primary
laws and subordinate regulations) that measure four aspects of stakeholder engagement, namely i) systematic
adoption (of formal stakeholder engagement requirements); ii) methodology of consultation and stakeholder
engagements; iii) transparency of public consultation processes and open govemment practices; and iv)
oversight and quality control, which refers to the existence of oversight bodies and publicly available
information on the results of stakeholder engagement. The maximum score for each of the four
dimensions/categories is one and the maximum aggregate score for the composite indicator is then four.
Source: Adapted from OECD (201812n), OECD Better Life Index, http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.ore/.

statLink äæf httos://doi.o¡g/10. 1787/888933940360

1.3. Performance challenges in higher education

The expansion of access to higher education to a broader range of students has
unquestionably produced many benefits for individuals and society, and these benefits
create strong incentives to invest in higher education. However, higher education
institutions and those responsible for steering and funding systems have had to cope with
substantial expansion in a relatively short period of time. As a result, many higher
education systems are facing challenges in streamlining their contributions to high quality
education, research and engagement and sustaining them into the future in an increasingly
competitive and globalised environment.

The continuously increasing costs and funding requirements that have accompanied the
expansion of higher education raise concerns about its future financial sustainabilify.
Countries are also gappling with challenges associated with the quality and equity of
higher education. While access to higher education has improved for a broader range of
students, there are increasing concerns about how well non-traditional students fare in
higher education programmes and whether they graduate with high quality degrees. There
is also continuing debate about the ability of higher education to meet future labour
market demands and broader societal needs.
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1.3.1. Chahenges with Jinancing higher educutian

Between 1995 and2004, higher education expenditure per student grew in most countries

with available daf4 atinoõgn at a substantially lower pace than in other levels of

education (OECD, 2008¡11). 
-since 

2005, expenditure per student in higher education has

grown at a similar pu".'^ that of other lévels of education, on average across OEC|)

countries. At the same time, the number of students in higher education has increased

r"piáfy (by around 100/o between 2005 and 2015). Combined with the rising per student

.ort, ir,iì .iring number of students produced an increase of more than 30o/o in total

expenditure between 2005 and 2015 (Figure 1'15)'

The expansion of expenditure has raised the question 9f who should pay for higher

educatiån. In many CjECp countries, governments are the main source of funding' On

average across OËCD countries, 66o/o7f higher education expenditure was frnanced by

goverãments in 2015. The public returns on investment in higher education are high in all

OECD countries; on uu"rug" across OECD countries, the total public cost to attain higher

education is USD 48 500 io, u rnun and USD 44 700 for a woman, while the total public

benefits are USD 188 100 and USD 116 800 respectively (OECD,2018¡n)'

Figure 1.15. Trends in expenditure and students numbers (2005,2011 and 2015)

Highereducationascomparedtootherlevelscombined,oEcDaverage'2005=100
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Statt.ink r-ì@ httos ://doi. o¡d 1 0 1 787/88893 39403 79

To ensure that higher education remains financially sustainable, students and families are

increasingly bein! asked to share the costs ofhigher education' The.proportion ofprivate

.*pen¿itíre is gräer in the higher education sector, compared to other education sectors'

ó,i uu"rug" uró., the OECD,-private funding amounted to 3lYo at the tertiary education

level, corãparedto 9o/oat the prìmary, secondãry and post-secondary non-tertiary levels in

tçç'

-----'.'i"-
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2015 (OECD, 2018p1). The contribution of students and their families to funding higher
education raises expectations and creates new forms of accountability for higher
education institutions, which incrcasingly need to demonstrate that they deliver value for
money.

1.3.2. Challenges of connecting higher education to human capital development

As noted earlier in this chapter, the OECD defines human capital as "the knowledge,
skills, competencies and other attributes embodied in individuals that are relevant to
economic activity" (OECD, 1998pt). Future growth of knowledge economies depends on
a well-functioning system of education and training that provides opportunities for
upskilling and acquiring new knowledge throughout an individual's life.

But there are questions around the effectiveness of higher education systems in
contributing to human capital formation. Evidence on the skills levels of graduates,
completion rates and the extent to which disadvantaged and non-traditional students can
access higher education points to a number ofperformance challenges.

Graduate skills

There are little data on the leaming outcomes of higher education and none available at
the system level or internationally comparable level at present. In the absence of an
international measure of student learning outcomes, the OECD Survey of Adult Skills has
been used to assess skills proficiency among higher education graduates.

The survey shows that although adults with higher education qualifications, on average,
show higher skills proficiency than adults without higher education qualifications, higher
educational attainment does not always directly correspond with higher skills. On average
across OECD countries, more than 30Yo of adults with higher education qualifications
have low literacy and numeracy proficiency levels, i.e. at or below level 2 (level 1 is the
lowest level; level 5 is the highest) (Figure 1 . 16). This implies that some higher education
gtaduates may not have the adequate information-processing skills needed for
etttployntent or to solve the problems of everyday life. It also suggests that some students
entering higher education may not be sufficiently prepared and higher education
institutions may not able to help them build their skills to an appropriate level.

Improved skills narrow the labour market outcomes gap between individuals with
different levels of fonnally recognised education, but do not close it completely (Lane
and Conlon, 2016tzaù. Degrees and qualifications are signals that matter in the labour
market. However, a low skill proficiency at graduate level can affect labour market and
social outcomes and consequently, returns on investment for individuals and society.
Those with poor skills are more likely to be unemployed; and those who do find a job will
be more likely to eam less than those with stronger skills.

In countries where student loans are the norm, graduates with poorer labour market
outcomes may not earn sufficiently to pay back their student loans (i.e. they will default
on their loans or not eam enough to meet the thresholds in income-contingent loan
schemes). Much of the cost of higher education could then fall on the taxpayer, if the
government guarantees the loans or has to accept unpaid debt.
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Figure 1.16. Percentage of adults with higher education qualifications at low literacy and

numeracy proficiency levels (2012 or 2015)
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There are six levels (from below level- 1 - the lowest - to level 5 - the highest)'

Tasks completea ,u.".rrnrtÇäilrJi"ru.y t.uel 2 require respondents to make matches between the text and

information, and may ,.quii.ì*uprttàtini or lowJevel infeiences. Some competing pieces of information

may be present. Some taslå 
'."qriit" reslpondents to cycle through 

-or 
integrate two or more pieces of

information based on criteria; compare and contrast ot 
"á'on 

aboutlnformation requested in the question; or

navigate within digital æ*ä lo'ucc"rs and identifu information from various parts of a document'

Tasks completed successfully at the numeracy level 2 require respondents to.identiry and act on mathematical

information and ideas embedded in a range of common contexts where the mathematics content is fairly

""pf"ii"i "lr"ut 
*itt ..lutiu.ly few distraãtors..Tasks tend to require the application of two or more steps or

processes involving calculatioñwith whole numbers and common decimals, percentages and fractions; simple

measurement and spatial r"pr.r.ntu,ion; estimation; and interpretation ofreiatively simple data and statistics

in texti tables and craphs'

source.. OECD (20l6wti, skilts Matter: Further Results from the suney of Adult skills'

httpsfl doi.orel 10.17 8'7 197 892642580 5 1 -en'

s,xaxLink #p httos://cloi.orq/10 1787/888933940398

In addition to the risks of graduating with low skills, many students do not graduate at all'

On average across OECñ countriãs with available data, around 20o/o of students who

enter a bachelor's programme leave without a qualifrcation withinlhe theoretical duration

pi"r trn". years (óEö ioteprt). The high level of non-completions can reflect failures

in the guidance process from òompulsorito higher education,-low admission standards'

inra.qíut. acadËmic support, poor progrumme quality and the financial cost of education

(OECD, 2008rrt) (see ChaPter 5)'
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Access þr disadvantaged and non-traditional students

Despite widening access policies, disadvantaged students remain disproportionately
under-represented in higher education, particularly within the moìe 

'prestigious

institutions (Jenim and Vignoles, 2015¡zr). Only onã+hird of 30-44 year-oìds lihose
parents do not attain upper secondary education atTain tertiary educaiion themselves,
compared with over two-thirds of adults in the same ug" gtoup, who have at least one
parent who attain tertiary education (OECD, 2017þiù. tn á¿¿ition to being under-
represented in higher education, and concentrated in less prestigious institútns and
programmes, disadvantaged students tend to have lower progtession rates and graduate
with lower skills and labour market outcomes (Jenim and vignol es, á}lspgt;
OECD/European Union, 2015pú OECD, 2016¡zsù.

Countries with rapidly ageing populations and shrinking youth cohorts may become more
dependent on developing the skills of older adults. Participation in aduli education and
p]n]nSa þo1h formal and informal, is now common in many countries, but the Survey of
Adult Skills indicates major differences across countries. Participation rates in aäult
education exceed 50%o in Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norwáy and Sweden, while
in Italy and Greece they remain well below half that rate.

In many countries, the organisation of higher education, including culiculum, study
periods and other factors, typically caters to young, full-time studeãts. Howevei, oldá
adults may wish to enter (or re-enier) higher educaiion to re-train or up-skill throughout
their working lives. Firms and other organisations may also seek to engage with h'ígher
education institutions to provide training for their wórkers to deal wiì-tr 

-new 
prodõcts,

technologies and business processes.

Many adults may also wish to undertake short courses that do not lead to a qualification,
s,imply to acquire new knowledge and skills for work or personal interests. However,
those with existing work and caring commitments may finá it difficult to access highei
education unless it is more flexible in its delivery

Internationalisation

Countries that aftract international students are tapping the global pool for talent. Some
countries have eased their immigration policies to encourage the temporary or permanent
immigration of intcmational students in orrJer to belrefit from better access to skills.
Countries that chargc intemational students the full cost of education also reap significant
economiþ benefits. For this reason, several countries have policies to attract international
students on a revenue-generating, or at least cost-recovery, basis. However, this can result
in high costs for students and risks limiting mobility to only students who can afford it.
Internationalisation can involve inward and outward mobility of students, but also
curriculum changes that promote an intemational and intercultural dimension to the
Iearning and teaching process. These changes also benefit domestic students who are not
able to travel abroad, by providing them with opportunities to develop a global
perspective oftheir study field, and develop cross-cultural perspectives from interaõtions
with intemational students (OECD, 20l9pzù.

However, some countries have less success in attracting intemational students and
researchers, which hinders their competitiveness and the economic impact of their higher
education system. It also diminishes the exposure of domestic students to internatiónal
students, and thus their capacity to operate in global environments later on. The benefits
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of internationalisation are also vulnerable to changes in govemment policy on migration

or changes in circumstances within sending countries'

Despite general movement towards compliance with the LINESCO/OECD Guidelines for

brà¡ryþrovision in òross-Border Hi[her Education (OECD, 2005pn), it is often too

difficult for students and other stakeholders to easily access the information they need to

urr"., tft. quality of cross-border provision or tó understand the process of quality

urtu.un". tnàt foräign providers ot piogramtes undergo (OECD' 2015p¿l)'

1.3.3. Chøltenges of contribufing to knowledge, innovution, sociøl ønd cultural

development

Concerns related to performance also extend into the research mission of higher

education. In some countries, there are limited career opportunities for docJoral graduates

and other early-career researchers. There are persistènt_issues. with gender equity in

research as *eil. For example, while the rate of women doctoral graduates are on a par

with men in some fields, tñey make up less than one-quarter of-engineering graduates'

There are also considerable áifferences across countries in the share of women among

authors who are O.riinut"a as coffesponding authors, a proxy for leadership in the

context of research collaboration.

Scientific collaboration tends to be associated with research excellence' However' high

quality research tends to be highly concentrated in certain countries and major

institutions, which can reduce the iossibilities for collaboration across the wider higher

.Ju"ution system. Scientific collaúoration can also be supported through international

,nouitity, and scientists with a history of mobility are more likely to publish in high-

i*pu.tiã*nals; but ,.ro*.r, and piocesses to promote international programmes and

activities are scarce in some countries.

Research is also becoming increasingly specialised, while higher education systems in

many countries do nolplu! to th"i. sti"ngttr¡ in research. In some countries, the quantity

ñ ä*ltty of scientific póduction do not always coincide; some countries produce most

in areas where they ¿o not excel, and less in areas where they hav¡ a comparative

advantage in terms of the quality of research (OECD and sclmago Research Group,

2016ps¡).

Basic research is concentrated in universities and govemment research organisations' and

spending on basic research has been increasing faster than 
-applied 

research and

.'*p..i1¡întul development. The measure of scientific impact of research tends to be

niËn.r for publications that report basic research rather than applied research or

ffirimentai development. As a iesult, higher education institutions often concentrate on

basic research and pay less attention to applied research and experimental development'

This has an effect on íh" perception ofthe õontribution ofhigher education to innovation,

with only l}vo ofproduci andlor process-innovating firms regarding higher edu9li9n T
gou"-m*t as higïly important ,our""t of knowledge for innovation (OECD, 2015pe1)'

índustry funding ãciounied for only around 5o/o of public research funding, on average

across the OECD in20l4 (OECD, 2016wù'

Though the volume of research output has expanded substantially' mounting evidence has

higtrli"ghted large-scaie problems conceming the ability to reproduce results, and the

ñ;Ë;" of luestionable research practiões, which may affect the reliability of a

proportion ofoutput. This has serious õonsequences for the quality ofresearch and, as a
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result, the quality of the knowledge which informs decision-making processes across
society.

Higher education activities can also produce economic, social, cultural and environmental
impact in the wider community, be it at the local, regional, national or global level.
Governments and stakeholders are increasingly asking higher education institutions to
engage more effectively with the wider world through the provision of continuing
education; technology transfer and innovation and social engagement.

However, there are many barriers to making progress with this policy agenda. For
example, academics and institutions are typically provided with few incentiveslo perform
well in this dimension (Óulum, Turk and Leaié, lOtSor¡. Measuring higher education's
contribution to social cultural and environmental well-being is aiso problematic
(Bornmann,20l3psl).It is difficultto assess the scientifìc impact of arts, humanities and
social sciences, and even more difficult to measure the societal impact of any kind of
research (Van Raan, 2004¡+o¡). Technology transfer is easier to measure (via licencing of
patents, royalty income, number of spin-off and start-up companies). For this reason,
government policies related to engagement often prioritise the uptake and development of
tangible technologies, while mechanisms to support social entrepreneurship and
innovation for wider needs have been more limited. ONE does not allow me to eàit this
source

Finally, higher education systems can contribute to the wider community through
ensuring that the knowledge they generates is available for the benefit of all of socie['.
Open access (OA) to publications is relevant to the promotion of open science, i.e. the
efforts to make the outputs of research more widely accessible in digitat format to the
scientific community and to society more broadly. However, in mosf OECD countries,
the share of documents published in OA joumals is less than 10Yo, as the implied citation
"prestige" of journals, as measured by citation indicators, is higher foi documents
published in non-OA joumals.

1.4. The OECD benchmarking higher education system performance project

The benchmarking higher education system performance project is a comprehensive
review of where OECD countries cunently stand across the full spectrum of issues related
to higher education performance. The report reviews comparative indicators of the
perforrnance of OECD countries across a range of topics, including financial and human
resources and the inputs, activities and outcomes of higher education systems. For the
four participatingjurisdictions, recent policy activity related to each ofthe topics is also
reviewed. The report is structured as follows:

This chapter has provided some context for higher education systems in OECD countries
in general and the four participating countries in particular, including their economic and
social context, and the core challenges that higher education systems are facing today.

Chapter 2 describes the structure and govemance of higher education systems and the
policies and practices driving performance in the participating jurisdictions.

Chapter 3 provides a discussion offinancial resources in higher education, including the
cost ofhigher education and policies on funding and accountability.

Chapter 4 includes an overview of human resources in higher education, including the
profile of higher education staff, working conditions and professional development.
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Chapter 5 provides an analysis of the education function of higher education, including

policies on èquity, participaiion, intemationalisation, digitalisation, lifelong leaming and

links to the labour market.

Chapter 6 looks at the research function ofhigher education, including the distribution of
reseárch expenditure, the profile of research personnel, internationalisation and research

productivity and impact.

Chapter 7 presents an analysis ofthe engagement function ofhigher education, covering

three main- thematic areai: building human capital, contributing to innovation and

supporting wider develoPment.

Chapter I includes an assessment and reflection on the conduct of the project, the

obståcles to measuring higher education system performance which were encountered,

key gaps in evidence and lessons learned from the benchmarking process.
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Chapter 2. The structure and governance of higher education of higher
education systems

This chapter describes how higher education systems and their activities are structured
and governed across the OECD, including in the participating jurisdictions. It also
provides an overview ofthe policy directions that participatingjurisdictions are taking to

impr ov e sys t em performance.

The statistical data for Israel are supplied by and under the responsibility ofthe relevant Israeli authorities.

The use ofsuch data by the OECD is without prejudice to the status ofthe Golan Heights, East Jerusalem and

Israeli settlements.in the West Bank under the terms of international law.
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2.1. Introduction

Policy priorities and policy outcomes are highly dependent on the environment in which
policies are conceived and implemented (OECD, 2018¡r1). While indicators on
performance can illustrate differences between systems in terms of inputs, activities,
outputs and outcomes, contextualising these indicators ensures that the comparison across

systems is meaningful. Knowledge of how higher education systems are organised and

govemed can help to understand and explain performance.

Higher education has a broader range of actors and stakeholders than lower levels of the

education system, because ofgreater diversity ofinstitutions and the stronger influence of
market forces. Additionally, the research and engagement functions of higher education

often involve the private sector and the wider community. Among each of the

stakeholders, actors and contextual elements, there is a complex set of relationships,

interconnections and dependencies, which operate at the institutional, local, national,
regional or intemational level (Jongbloed, Enders and Salemo, 2008p1).

Recent OECD research emphasises the need to take account of the contextual dynamics

of complex systems for effective policy-making (Love and Stockdale-Otárola, 2017pù.
More data on inputs, outputs and outcomes have become available in recent years to
support higher education policy-making. This chapter describes many of the key features

of higher education systems across the OECD. Nonetheless, complex higher education

systems are difficult to describe comprehensively. Challenges remain in understanding
how system structures, govemance, policies and practices work together to produce the

results reflected in performance indicators.

2.2. Structure of higher education systems

Many factors influence the structure of higher education systems, including national

cultures and traditions, policy objectives, studçnt expectations and labour market needs.

As demand for higher education has grown in recent decades, systems have expanded in
size and scope, and the issue of designing the most relevant and appropriate system

structures is consistently prominent on the policy agenda in many countries (Guri-

Rosenblit, Sebková and Teichler, 2007 ¡t).

'l'he discussion of the structures of higher education systems in this section includes types

of higher education programmes, horizontal and vertical divides between institutions; and

pathways into and through higher education.

2.2.1. ClassiJícations of higher education proglummes

The key intemational classification of education programmes is the International
Standard Classification of Education (ISCED), fìrst developed by UNESCO (United

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organizalion) in the 1970s and most recently

revised in 2011. According to the ISCED 2011 classification, higher education
programmes are divided into four levels according to the qualification awarded: level 5
(short-cycle tertiary education programmes), level 6 (bachelor's or equivalent level
progrummes), level 7 (master's or equivalent level programmes) and level 8 (doctoral or
equivalent level programmes) (UNESCO Institute for Stati stics, 20 1 2tsù.

Within the ISCED classifications there is a great deal of variety in the structure of
programmes across diflerent higher education systems. These differences can make it
difficult to recognise qualifications across jurisdictions and can hinder student mobility
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and the transfer of credits outside national borders. As education institutions and

economies in general become more globalised, there have been a number of efforts in
recent years to create internationally comparable higher education systems and degree

structures to address these issues.

The most significant initiative in this area is the creation of the European Higher
Education Area (EHEA) across 48 countries, including the participating jurisdictions. The

agreement to develop a system of comparable and compatible qualifications in higher

education that could be easily understood and recognised across Europe was a key feature

of the Joint Declaration of the European Ministers of Education convened in Bologna on

19 June 1999 (Bologna Declaration) (Bologna Declaration, 1999¡a) (Box 2.1). This led to

the development of the three cycles in higher education: bachelor's (first cycle), master's
(second cycle) and doctoral (third cycle).l Most countries in the EHEA, including the

participating jurisdictions, have adopted the three-cycle structure.

The overarching framework of qualifications for the EHEA (he EHEA Framework or

QF-EHEA), outlining the three cycles and setting the parameters for countries in the

EHEA to develop national qualifications frameworks (NQFs), was adopted at the

Ministerial Conference in Bergen in 2005 (Bergen Communiqué) (Bergen Communiqué,

2005tzl). However, there are some programmes outside the Bologna framework, including
long first-degree programmes that lead to a master's qualification in Estonia and Norway
(European Commission, EACEA and Eurydice,20l8¡a1) (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Programmes outside the Bologna framework in the participating jurisdictions

Jurisdiction

Estonia

Programmes

Programmes in the following fields of study are based on integrated curricula of bachelor's

and maste/s studies (ISCED level 7):

¡ medicine and veterinary science (nominal duration of six years; 3ô0 European

Credit Transfer and Accumulation System credits (ECTS); students awarded a

degree in medicine or in veterinary science)

¡ architecture, civil engineering, dentistry, pharmacy and teacher education

(nominal duration of five years; 300 ECTS; students awarded a master's

degree).

Programmes in the following fields of study are based on integrated cunicula of bachelo/s

and master's studies (ISCED level 7):

. medicine, psychology, and theology (nominal duration of six years; 360 ECTS)

. veterinary medicine (five to six years; 330-360 ECTS)

. odontology, pharmacy, fish science, architecture, law, teacher education (five

years; 300 ECTS).

Nonray

Note: Table excludes programmes not classified under the Intemational Standard Classification of Education
(ISCED) of higher education programmes (e.g. specific teaching programmes in the Flemish Community,
which will be replaced by programmes within the Bologna framework from the academic year 2019-2020).

The Flemish Community also offers an advanced bachelor's programme (bachelor-na-

bachelor) (ISCED level 6) and an advanced master's programme (master-na-master)
(ISCED level 7) for students who already hold a bachelor's or master's qualification;
however, they are included in the first cycle and second cycle respectively (each

advanced programmes is at least 60 ECTS).

The Bologna three-cycle structure originally did not include short-cycle tertiary education
programmes (ISCED 5 level) in the QF-EHEA. However, atthe Ministerial Conference
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